Termination Procedures

- **CLIENTS WHO HAVE SUBMITTED AN INCOMPLETE WIZARD:**
  - Change the Household status to “Rejected”. In the body of the “Comments” section, utilize the Termination Verbiage handout to list the LDC and what is missing.
    - The highlighted sections of the “Notice of Needed Documentation” verbiage must be used. In addition, copy and paste only the applicable reasons to the “Comments” section.
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  - Call the client and inform them of what is missing and remind them of LDC to submit.
  - Use RT history note: Indicate last day of care (LDC), the reason for the term, what is being requested, that client’s application has been rejected and the client has been called.
  - Call the provider 5-7 days prior to the LDC.
  - MOD will give the client until midnight of the LDC to submit completed EV wizard. If the client doesn’t comply with the request, key termination on the following business day and notate.